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I randomly chose a path that lead to Highline Park and in my journey there got lost which was 
pretty funny, but as I was walking I noticed how busy new york is and the many ways you can 

get somewhere and thats what I choose to document in my path to the highline. 

!! The green cabs were something that caught my attention even though most of the taxi cabs 
in New York City are yellow the green cabs carry a very important duty and that is to move 
people only from borough to borough  which I find essential since most of the people that 

work in manhattan commute.



City Bike was a program that began in 2013 that gave new yorkers and tourists another way of 
transportation today it has hounders of thousands of bikes. I saw more than a few stations of 

city bikes in my way to the highline, in my opinion it is both a fun and pollution free way to 
explore new york."

!!
Thousand of new yorkers walk everyday so as I was walking around a question popped into 
my mind, are the sidewalks more crowded than the streets? according to statistics more tha 

376,430 new yorkers walk to work everyday.



!!

As I was walking by this station it occurred to me how at the beginning  when got to new york I 
was terrified of getting into the subway alone, and now I take it everyday. It still amazes me 

how useful and practical it is it gets you everywhere so fast and contrary to what it may appear 



!
!
Finally made it to the high line after going back and forth one of the things that caught my eye is 

how new york fast moving city is full of art and beautify l design everywhere you look. (Diane 
Von Furstenberg Advertisement)

!!

When you think of a yellow taxi you automatically think about manhattan, about luxurious 
women going shopping in fifth avenue and hailing a cab to their great upper east side 

apartment, but in the few weeks i’ve been living in the city I have found that this is one of the 
most expensive and slow ways to move.


